
D. E. L. A. C.
Meeting Minutes

WEDNESDAY, November 20, 2019
3:30PM @ SALIDA ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

1. Call to Order – Cookies and Water
a. In attendance: Ana Garcia, Samanta Garcia, Heather Pratt, John

Contreras, Shannon Myers, Nancy Gonzalez, Shawn Posey, Diana Crofts
b. Parent Attendees: Rosario Alejandres, Alicia Uribe, Martha O, Peña,

Miriam Avila, Maria G. Torres
2. Roll Call - Introduction of Parents and Staff

a. Ana Garcia welcomed all members and thanked them for attending. Every
school has different programs. Everyone signed in, grabbed copies of the
handouts, grabbed a snack, and introduced themselves. The state requires
passing out minutes and signing in. DELAC goes over funding and how
the money is used within the District.

3. Reading and Approval of the Minutes
a. Copies of the minutes from April 18, 2019 were passed out because last

time they didn’t go over them. Minutes from today’s minutes were also
passed out. Everyone went over the April and today’s minutes and
everyone agreed to approve the minutes from April and today as well.

4. New Business
a. Master Plan for English Learners

i. The master plan is the intentions of the school district. When it
comes to English Learners instruction is provided to meet the
student’s needs. Every child has a chance to work in their reading
level in small groups or in special classes. iReady gives students
the opportunity to read on their own reading level and helps the
teachers monitor reading progress by taking tests. Zearn is used for
independent math support and practice. Footsteps 2 Brilliance is
also used for early literacy in younger students. This can be used at
home on a phone or laptop and it is free. The district provides
professional development for teachers on best practices for English
Language and Math Instruction. This includes professional
development days for teachers focused on integrated English
Language Development. There are also math coaches contracted to
support teachers that develop language strategies for English
Learners. The middle school is different because teachers have
single subjects unlike elementary school teachers. Since common
core was implemented educators had to learn how to teach the
programs according to common core. Teachers go out and learn
and they are coached by people from the county to be up to date
with common core. Members were asked if they had any questions.
Parent Question: I have seen a change since common core started



and children were more advanced before common core and it feels
like they are behind now with common core. Shannon Myers:
Math is being solved with questions and more reading and writing
so now it takes a little longer. Shawn Posey: It is intentional for the
children to learn a lot slower but in a more advanced way. This is
for the students to learn why everything is being solved and it
needs to be done in depth and that takes time. Ana Garcia: If
students start common core from kinder it is a lot easier for them to
grow into it but it was tougher for those who changed to common
core in the higher grades. Students were not used to common core;
they were used to the regular math. Parent: I had a hard time
transitioning my kids to common core and it has been really hard
to help them with their homework.

b. EL Student Parent Notifications
i. Every year letters are sent out that talk about the grade students

received for the EL assessment and it needs to be signed and
turned in saying that parents agree with the placement. It is a state
requirement. This notification reports ELPAC/CELDT testing
scores. There are also program choices and requests. The letter
only has one choice and it is asked that parents check that box.
Larger districts have more choices but this district is small. Parent
question: What is the difference between ELPAC and CELDT?
Answer: CELDT is the name of the old exam and the new exam is
called ELPAC. The exam is also very different and the new exam
is more advanced. The ELPAC will be done on the computer and
the CELDT test was verbal with paper and pencil. Now there is
only a small portion that is verbal but mostly computer based.
Listening is still going to be verbal. Parent Question: 3 or 4 years
back letters were sent home to choose a program in which a
teacher would go to the home to help the student because the
student was not proficient in a subject. I don’t know why they took
it away. The teacher would go to the home or the library and help.
Answer: What happened was that the state gave the district money
to pay for an outside service but then the state said it wasn’t very
effective. The results of the students were not going up therefore it
got taken away. Many people did not get much off of it. Parent
Question: Can the district office offer the program again? Answer:
The funding is always limited and the district has to find the most
effective way to help students advance in their education but
tutoring costs a lot of money. The schools use the learning center
during school time and it helps the students. It works because it is
led by the teachers and they know what the students are learning.
Any other questions? No more questions at the time. Parent
Comment: It is so sad that there are so many Hispanic parents and
there is only a handful here.



c. Reclassification Fluent English Proficient (RFEP)
i. Reclassification is based on the parent answer from the language

survey. Every year English Learner students’ progress is monitored
to see their progress and to see if students know enough English to
learn. They monitor progress by using ELPAC and SBAC scores.
4th grade and up is when they start passing students on to
reclassification. Teacher and parent input are also used.

d. CASSP Data for English Learners
i. It is a difficult thing to see that 53% of the students’ standard is not

met for ELA and 57% for Math. It is not something that happens
only in Salida. Learning English is very difficult and parents have
a hard time helping their students due to the language barrier. It
takes 5 to 7 years to become proficient in the language so it takes a
little longer to become English Proficient. All of the students that
are reclassified are really prepared even though they have harder
exams to take. A comparison was made from other years for every
school from the past 3 years. Parents think common core is more
vigorous. At Perkins it was the first year where there was a big
move and it was a difficult time. The parents worked hard with the
teachers so that the school didn’t close down again. Parents were
able to see the improvement that the students made since that
happened. Salida Elementary had changes in demographics and
many students were lost but they are working to better the
situation. Parent Question: Are the teachers able to go out and take
classes to learn more? Ana Garcia: Based on the student needs
teachers get together during Professional development. Shannon
Myers: Professional Development days are very helpful because
the teachers get to share their own thoughts and they work together
and it provides a good opportunity for follow up. On Thursday
professional development days they can go back any Thursday to
discuss what worked and what didn’t and before they didn’t have
that choice. It is also good for the students because they love
Steam Thursdays. ELPAC Starts February and March. Students
start taking the ELPAC in Kindergarten. Parent Question: If a child
comes from another country and they take the test, when they take
the test do they get reclassified based on their age or their
knowledge? It is based on passing the test. Statewide there is
progress being made. Parent Question: As children become more
proficient does the school get more money because they are more
capable? Shawn Posey: When you learn a second language and as
students become more proficient in English the schools don’t get
any more money. On the contrary, they lose money because they
receive money for English learners or students that need a lot more
help. There are two methods for funding which is Title 3 and Local
control funding. They get extra money for English Learners and as
they get reclassified they lose money because there is less English



Learners. It is okay though because we want to reclassify
everyone. Ana Garcia: The goal is to not get those funds because
all kids need to be reclassified but unfortunately there are a lot of
English learning students. After reclassification, students get more
opportunities for college and other doors will open as well. Even
entering college if you don’t pass the placement exam perhaps the
student will have to take EL classes in college as well. Parents are
encouraged to come to the meetings because many times they
don’t think about college because students are barely in elementary
school. It is very important to get started now. Common core is
made to prepare students for college as well.

e. AERIES Portal
i. For those who have students in high school or middle school

parents can ask students how to get access to their grades. For
elementary school the letter will not be sent out anymore, aeries
will be accessed to see grades and all test scores. Parent Question:
Aeries is only on computers there isn’t an app? There is an app and
there will be computers available at the schools so they can check
their AERIES Portal. High school uses PowerSchool that is similar
to AERIES. All parents need is the password information to access
all of the information for their students. Parent Question: Is the
Footsteps 2 Brilliance app used at home or the school? Nancy
Gonzalez: For TK it is used at school but teachers can see what
they have done at home and parents can see what they have done at
school. If the parent lost the code, they can go to the office to get
the code again. It is only used for TK through 3rd grade. Students
learn their super-secret code and students feel very proud of
themselves because they have a password. Parent Question:
Students have to take tests and is it detrimental for the students to
get taught in their primary language at home? Ana Garcia: No,
dual language students have more opportunities to learn and know
a lot more knowledge. Parent Question: Districts have dual
immersion schools and why is it not implemented in Salida?
Shawn Posey: The district needs to be a little bit bigger and there
needs to be a lot more students to maintain the program. At least
one of the Salida schools needs to have a big group to maintain
that program. Parent Comment: It is very important to learn a
second language and it is very beneficial to everyone. About 15
years ago, there was a dual emersion movement but the number of
students has gone down a lot and 2300 students in the whole
district are not sufficient. It also has to start from TK and get
implemented as the years pass. Bilingual teachers also are needed
for every grade. It is not an English learner program because
students that don’t know Spanish are learning it along the way.



5. Public Comments
a. Ana asked if there were any questions or something they would like to talk

about next month. There were no responses or questions at this time.

6. Next DELAC Meeting of the Year – February 19, 2020 at 3:30pm @ Salida
Elementary School Music Room

7. Adjournment


